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Highprofile Avenir is the future of 
plantation shutters, combining 
ingenuity, innovation and style. Made 
from aluminium, it is the most durable 
shutter in the industry. It offers the 
widest single panel expanse of any 
interior shutter - maximising both light 
and view. With clean modern lines 
and finished with a matt powder coat, 
this shutter has all the benefits of a 
premium shutter but at a fraction 
of the price.
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maximise light & view
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Opt for one of our 6 popular powder coat 
matt finishes or experiment with custom 
colours to create your ideal interior scheme. 

highprofile AVENIR options
colours blade size

extras

applications

89mm Hinged
Fixed
Sliding
Multi-fold

Double Shoot Bolt
Flyscreen Mesh

warranty

25
YEARSSTRUCTURAL

10
YEARSPOWDER COAT

5
YEARSC

USTOM FINIS
H

White On White Vivid White Terrace White

Surfmist Dune Night Sky

3
YEARS

Hardware



why choose an aluminium 
shutter for indoors?

Tight Louvre Closure
Each louvre is precisely extruded from 
aluminium, giving the shutters a tight louvre 
closure, minimising light when required.

Superior Finish
The matt powder coat finish is highly 
durable, VOC free and is very resistant to 
scratches and blemishes.

Perfect For The Entire House
Highprofile Avenir aluminium shutters are 
available in a wide range of applications, 
and are suitable for any space within the 
home including high use and wet areas.

Maximum Light & View
Highprofile Avenir has the largest single 
panel expanse reaching up to 1100mm 
wide, without compromising any of the 
structural integrity of the shutter.

Strong & Durable
Aluminium is inherently stronger and more 
durable than timber and PVC, making 
Highprofile Avenir the ultimate choice for 
withstanding the wear and tear of 
everyday living.

Energy Efficient
Windows are typically responsible for 
losing 25%-50% of the energy used to 
heat and cool a home. Highprofile Avenir 
aluminium shutters will help reduce your 
home’s energy consumption by offering 
UV protection and heat reflection during 
summer months and acting as an 
insulator and chill barrier in the winter.

you can also contact us about our range of aluminium OUTDOOR shutters.

Contact one of our sales 
representatives today to find out 
how Highprofile Avenir aluminium 
shutters can take your home to a 
whole new level of style.




